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Pastoral beekeeping imply carefully selection of the hive type because of the high 
costs of this type of exploitation. The hives must be able to produce a high amount of 
honey to compensate with the production costs. In this paper we made a study for 
establishing the necessary hive type to be used in pastoral beekeeping. Three hive 
types were used (horizontal, multileveled and vertical) during the linden and 
sunflower harvests. The study showed the utility of using the last hive type for this 
kind of beekeeping.  
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Introduction 

 
Pastoral beekeeping practice leads to high profits, but involves also high 

expenses regarding the transport of bee families to meliiferous. In order to 
maximize the exploitation of these harvests the hive type must be carefully selected 
for this type of exploitation and for highest productions.  

 
Materials and Methods 

 
An apiary was moved for the period between 24th of June – 10th of July 2006 

for the linden harvest to the Bocsa Romana Mountains ( Caras-Severin County), 
and the in the period between 10th of July and 25th of July to the village Conacul 
Iosif (Timis county) for the sunflower harvest. 

The apiary consisted of three hive types as follows: 
- horizontal hive, equipped with 20 frames having the following 

dimensions 435x300 mm 
- multileveled hive (vertical) equipped with 3 housings of 10 frames 

each having the following dimensions 435 x 230 mm 
- vertical hive, un-homologated, made from 2 housings of 12 frames 

each having the following dimensions 435 x 300 mm 
The experimental lots were homogenous made from equally strong bee 

families. The harvested honey amount was recorded from each hive type: the 
average, minimum and maximum amount. 
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Results and Discussions  

 
From the horizontal hive, at linden, an average of 16.41 kg of honey was 

harvested and from sunflower an amount of 12.45 kg was harvested. The sum of 
the two averages represents a production of 28.86 kg of honey. The maximum 
production was 21 kg of honey both for linden and for sunflower. The minimum 
linden production was 11 kg and for sunflower of 5 kg. 

At the multileveled hive for the linden harvest an average of 16.25 kg of 
honey was collected and for sunflower 15 kg. The sum of the two averages 
represents a production of 31.25 kg of honey. The maximum linden production was 
of 20 kg and for sunflower was 25 kg, whereas the minimum linden production 
was 12,5 kg and for sunflower 10 kg. 

At the vertical hive with two housings of 12 frames, the average honey 
production at the linden harvest was 20.57 kg and for sunflower harvest was 18.57 
kg. The sum of the two averages represents a production of 39.41 kg of honey. The 
maximum linden production was of 32 kg and for sunflower was 27 kg, whereas 
the minimum linden production was 12 kg and for sunflower 9 kg. 

 
Conclusions  

 
The horizontal hive with a total production in the two harvests of 28.86 kg of 

honey, proved to be a homogenous hive, being in the case of maximum 
productions of 21 kg both for linden and for sunflower. 

The multileveled hive is superior as productivity to the horizontal hive, 
having an average of the two harvests higher with 2.41 kg. 

The vertical hive with two housings of 12 frames was proved to be superior 
to the other hive types, producing by 10.55 kg more honey than the horizontal hive 
and by 8.16 kg more honey than the multileveled hive, proving to be very 
productive having a maximum honey production of 32 kg for linden and 27 kg for 
sunflower respectively.  
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Albinăritul în pastoral presupune alegerea atentă a tipului de stup cu care se lucrează 
deoarece acesta trebuie să asigure o producţie de miere cât mai mare ţinând cont că acest 
tip de albinărit este deosebit de costisitor. În această lucrare am realizat un studiu pentru a 
stabili tipul de stup necesar a fi utilizat în pastoral. S-au folosit trei tipuri de stupi 
(orizontal, multietajat şi vertical) în timpul culesului la tei şi floarea soarelui. Studiul a 
demonstrat utilitatea folosirii ultimului tip de stup pentru acest mod de albinărit.  
Cuvinte cheie: albinărit, pastoral, tip de stup, producţie de miere 
 

 


